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Mixing experiments have been performed at frequencies from 4 to 20 GHz on Nb thin
superconducting hot-electron bolometers varying in length from 0.08 to 3mm. The intermediate
frequency~IF! bandwidth is found to vary asL22, with L the bridge length, for devices shorter tha
A12 Le2ph'1 mm, with Le2ph the electron-phonon length. The shortest device has an
bandwidth greater than 6 GHz, the largest reported for a low-Tc superconducting bolometric mixer
The conversion efficiencies range from25 to 211 dB ~single sideband, SSB!. For short bridges,
the mixer noise temperature is found to be as low as 100 K~double sideband, DSB!, with little
length dependence. The local oscillator power required is small,'10 nW. Such mixers are very
promising for low-noise THz heterodyne receivers. ©1996 American Institute of Physics
@S0003-6951~96!04523-8#
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During the past decade heterodyne receivers have b
developed with sensitivities approaching the quantum lim
in the millimeter and submillimeter bands.1 These receivers
utilize superconducting-insulator-superconducting~SIS! tun-
nel junction mixers. Nb SIS mixers have degraded perfo
mance above the energy gap frequency,'700 GHz, and are
expected to sharply degrade above twice this frequen
Schottky diodes are used at frequencies above 1 THz, but
much noisier and require large local oscillator~LO! power,
of order mW. Hot-electron bolometric mixers using th
heating-induced nonlinearity in a superconductor nearTc
have achieved low noise and reasonable convers
efficiency.2 Such devices are attractive because they have
parasitic capacitance, simplifying the radio frequency~rf!
coupling, and require small LO power,'10 nW. Bolometric
mixers are expected to perform well in the THz frequen
range, without limits related to the gap frequency, since th
rely only on heating of the electrons in the device.

The main limitation for any bolometric mixer is that the
IF bandwidth is limited by the thermal time-constantt th .
The conversion efficiency obeys the functional form

h~ f !

h~0!
5

1

11~ f / f 3dB!
2 , ~1!

where the 3 dB bandwidth is given byf 3dB51/2pt th . Su-
perconducting hot-electron bolometers using micron-s
bridges of Nb rely on the electron-phonon interaction as t
cooling mechanism. These have demonstrated an IF ba
width of ;100 MHz.2 Typical applications such as remot
sensing of atmospheric chemistry and radioastronomy
quire an IF bandwidth of several GHz. One approach f
increasing the IF bandwidth is to use a material with
shorter electron-phonon time such as NbN.3 However, NbN
IF bandwidths in receivers are typically only 0.7–1 GHz.

a!Electronic mail: burkep@minerva.cis.yale.edu
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In this letter we present measurements on devices wh
systematically test outdiffusion of hot electrons as the coo
ing mechanism.4 If the device length,L, is less than
A12 Le2ph ~with Le2ph[ADte2ph, D the diffusion con-
stant, andte2ph the inelastic electron-phonon time!, very
fast cooling can be achieved via outdiffusion of hot electron
into normal metal leads. In this regime the thermal respon
time is expected5 to scale ast th}L

2. In recent work,6 we
demonstrated low noise (Treceiver5650 K, DSB! and a 1.7
GHz IF bandwidth at an rf frequency of 530 GHz. In the
present work, we report systematic measurements of the
bandwidth versus device length. We demonstrate the cro
over from phonon cooling to diffusion cooling,7 provide con-
firmation of the expected scaling of the device bandwid
with length, and report the largest IF bandwidth yet obtaine
in a low-Tc bolometric mixer. In addition, we present direc
measurements of output noise. The results presented h
which are for rf frequencies below the gap frequency of th
Nb bridges~;350 GHz!, agree qualitatively with our recent
results obtained at 530 GHz,6 which is above the gap fre-
quency for the Nb bridge measured there. Since the mixi
process is thermal, and since the results presented here a
qualitatively with those presented in Ref. 6, these measu
ments are expected to be representative of, and provide
sign guidance for, devices used in future THz heterodyn
receivers.

The devices studied were all fabricated from the sam
thin ~100 Å! Nb film, deposited on a quartz substrate. Th
patterned film has a transition temperature ofTc'5 K, tran-
sition width DTc;0.5 K, and sheet resistance'33 V. The
length of the bridge was defined by the normal metal~1000
Å thick Au! contacts using direct write e-beam lithograph
in a self-aligned process.8 The device parameters are given in
Table I. Each device was mounted at the end of a section
50V microstrip, using a ‘‘flip-chip’’ configuration to assure
a broadband match.9 A cooled directional coupler was used
6/68(23)/3344/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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to weakly couple in the rf and LO. The through port wa
connected to a cooled, low noise~'20 K!, broadband
amplifier.10 The cable losses, amplifier gain, and coupler pe
formance were each measured at 2 K. The mixer convers
efficiency as a function of intermediate frequency was th
measured to62 dB. No adverse effects on the devices due
repeated thermal cycling or storage in room air over a peri
of several months were seen.

The coupledconversion efficiencyh as a function of IF
was measured at 2.2 K. For a LO power above some critic
value, theI–V curve is nonhysteretic and the conversion e
ficiency, mixer output noise at the IF,Tout, and DSB mixer
noise temperature@Tmix~DSB![Tout/2h# are smooth func-
tions of bias voltage. The conversion efficiency in thi
‘‘overpumped’’ case is reduced by 2–3 dB relative to th
maximum conversion efficiency attainable with a hysteret
I –V curve, but themixer noise temperature is lower by
about 25%. For this reason, we present data in the ov
pumped case for those devices where noise measurem
are presented. Devices D and E were measured with a
power which achieved the maximum~coupled! conversion
efficiency. We stress that the conversion efficiencies atlow
IF in theoverpumpedcase are the same for all five devices
within the experimental uncertainties. The LO power use
was between 8 and 85 nW, with device E requiring 85 nW
We also checked the dependence of the conversion efficie
on the LO frequency. Only the shortest device showed su
a dependence, due to the fact that the LO frequency was
much greater than the IF bandwidth for this device.

In Fig. 1 we show the measured conversion efficienc
normalized to the fitted value at low IF,h( f )/h(0), as a
function of IF. The results for the five devices clearly show
an increase in the IF bandwidth with decreasing devi
length. We also plot fits to Eq.~1!. The23 dB bandwidths
inferred from these fits are shown in Table I.11 We believe
that 6 GHz is a lower limit on the IF bandwidth for device A
since the conversion efficiency changes with IF by a
amount comparable to the experimental uncertainties, for t
IF frequencies used.

The results of the fits in Fig. 1 are plotted as a functio
of device length in Fig. 2. WhenL is much larger than
A12 Le2ph(' 1 mm at 4.2 K!, the bandwidth is expected to
be independent of length. The dashed line indicates this ph
non cooling limit. Device E is in this limit. For
L!A12 Le2ph , the dominant cooling mechanism should b

TABLE I. Device parameters and mixer results.

Device
La

~mm!
RN

~V!
hb

~dB!
f 3 dB

~GHz!
Tout
~K!

Tmix
c

~DSB,K!

A 0.08 54 210 .6 20 100
B 0.16 77 212 2.5 15 120
C 0.24 96 213 1.5 16 160
D 0.6 93 25 0.47 ••• •••
E 3 98 26 0.13 ••• •••

a60.05mm.
bFor devices A–C, valueh is with isolator, averaged for 1.25–1.75 GHz,
optimized for minimummixernoise; for devices D, E value ish~0! from fit
to Eq. ~1!, optimized for maximum conversion efficiency.
cThe error is650% due to an error of62 dB on the conversion efficiency
and610% on the output noise.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 68, No. 23, 3 June 1996
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diffusion, and the dotted line shows the expectedL22

dependence.5 The solid line shows the prediction for the net
effect of both phonon and diffusion cooling mechanisms
assuming the thermal conductances add. The data inde
agree with the prediction within the experimental uncertain
ties.

We measured the output noise at the IF for devices A, B
and C, using an isolator~bandwidth 1.25–1.75 GHz! be-

FIG. 1. Relative SSB conversion efficiency vs intermediate frequency. Th
bold letters label data from devices as listed in Table I. The inset shows th
overpumped I–V curve for device B.

FIG. 2. Bandwidth vs length. Squares are experimental data. Lines are the
retical predictions showing the expectedL22 dependence for the diffusion
cooled case~dotted line!, the phonon-cooled case~dashed line!, and the sum
of both mechanisms~solid line!. The inset shows the device geometry. The
Nb bridge is shaded.
3345Burke et al.
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tween the device and the amplifier, with LO power applied12

The conversion efficiency was measured at the same t
and under identical conditions~including LO!. This conver-
sion efficiency agreed with the broadband measurem
without an isolator described above. The mixer noise te
perature was calculated from the output noise tempera
and the conversion efficiency. Of the three devices measu
device A showed the lowest mixer noise, wi
Tmix~DSB!5100 K650 K. For receivers above 0.5 THz, th
noise temperature would be very competitive with exist
technologies. Thus, while decreasing device length dram
cally increases the bandwidth, there is no apparent sacr
in noise performance nor in LO power requirement. The o
put noise presented in this work~'20 K! is comparable to
the output noise of'40 K measured at 530 GHz.6 The mixer
conversion efficiency measured here~referred to the cold rf
input! is aproximately 4 dB higher than that measured at 5
GHz; however the latter includes optical component loss

An important issue for future research is how short
device can be before new physical phenomena become
nificant. WhenL is of order the electron-electron inelast
lengthLe2e'0.05mm ~Ref. 13! electrons diffuse out of the
bridge before sharing their energy with each other. This
the case for device A, which is in the ‘‘mesoscopic’’ regim
A qualitatively new theory may be needed for this case.
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a network analyzer. The research described in this letter
performed by Yale University and the Center for Space M
croelectronics Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, C
fornia Institute of Technology, and was jointly sponsored
the NSF and by the NASA Office of Space Access and Te
nology, and Office of Space Science. Funding for P. J. Bu
was provided by a NASA Graduate Student Fellowship
well as a Connecticut High Technology Fellowship.
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